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Friends of the Pine
Creek Grist Mill
Meetings are the 2ⁿd
Saturday at 9AM at the
Muscatine County
Extension office on the
North side of Isett Ave.
Come to the rear door
on the side of the
building.

By Tom Hanifan & Heather Shoppa

So far 2017 has been
busy. School field trips
brought 1424 school children and adults.
Read more about it elsewhere in the
newsletter. Other visitors have been coming
in near-record numbers. We thank our donors
for continuing to make interpretation possible.
Even on hot days visitors come to the mill.
Our interpretation staff is willing to keep the
mill open even on those uncomfortable days.
The growing use of social media and the
Internet may be bringing more visitors. Word
is spreading that visitors have a good
experience.
And speaking of volunteers, we are
looking for history minded people to open the
log cabin.
Especially people who can
demonstrate cooking in a fireplace with bake
oven. More about the cabin later.
Some members of the community have
asked if we will have the Heritage Day
celebration this year. We have no plans to
bring it back. One reason is that attendance
had been dropping due to competition. Many
events in the area (both old and new) compete
for family time. Another is that the local
business which provided volunteers had
ceased doing it due to a management change.

We have learned about the recent death
of one of our former tour guides. Butch Arp
was also the voice of Heritage Day. Butch
was the public-address announcer at the
festival.
Come to a meeting. You will learn about
what we do, meet other volunteers, and meet
the park staff. We normally meet at 9 AM on

We had a very dirty mill this spring
when we opened it. This year the
Durant High School sent students to do
the mill cleaning for us.
They are a great group of young people,
they did an excellent job of cleaning the
mill and log cabin.
the 2nd Saturday of the month. We meet at
the Muscatine County Extension Office on
Isett Ave. Come to the back door. Check our
Facebook page for details or contact Tom at
563-263-4818 or tomhanifan@yahoo.com.

BREAKING NEWS!
We have just learned that Friends of the
Mill will be receiving a special award at the
Governor’s Volunteer Award ceremony.
Volunteer groups tend to be short lived.
Friends has been active for over 20 years,
beginning in 1996. We are being awarded a
20 year length of service award. We deeply
appreciate this honor initiated by Wildcat Den
State Park’s Gwen Prentice.
We encourage our friends and supporters
to come to the ceremony and reception. It is
Wed. August 30th at 11:30 AM at The Hotel
at Kirkwood Center in Cedar Rapids. 7725
Kirkwood Blvd. SW. For more information
contact
Tom
at
563-263-4818
or
tomhanifan@yahoo.com.

Restoration & Cabin Report

By David Metz

the high humidity there. To forestall further deterioration we
coated the pulley with wood preservative and then painted
it.
Our bat population is becoming a problem. The
number of windows the bats are inhabiting is growing, their
dropping are starting to rot the wood shutters. If the bats are
not evicted soon we can expect to have to do some very
messy repairs. As it is now the droppings have to be
removed, a job none of us are looking forward to. In addition
to the bats one of the basement windows was broken by a
vandal breaking out one of the mullions. Dick Klauer did an
expert job of repairing it by salvaging a mullion from a spare
window.

Hank Mann and Clarence Klauer are installing
one of the new LED lighting fixtures. Dick
Klauer is keeping the kids out of the way.

As the lighting project starts to wind down we have
turned our attention to the three roller corn mills jamming
problem. The article on the next page describes how the mill
works and where we are at with fixing the problem.

Work at the mill for the past two months has concentrated
almost entirely on the conversion of our lighting to an all new
LED system. First some back ground on the project. When
the existing florescent light fixtures were installed in the
1990’s they were used. Over the years they became a
maintenance issue, we had constant problems with burnt out
tubes and faulty lamp sockets. It became apparent that the
system needed to be upgraded.
In the last couple of years great advances have been
made in Light Emitting Diode (LED) lamps. They use less
electricity, operate cooler and have an amazingly long life
span. After some discussion with district supervisor Tom
Bastion the decision was made to replace our old lighting
with new LED fixtures. The DNR budgeted $4,000 for the
project and purchased 40 new LED fixtures for us. The
fixtures are made in Illinois and are designed to be either
used as conversion units for old fixtures or stand alone new
fixtures.
All of us owe Clarence Klauer our mill electrician a great
deal of gratitude for the job he has done (along with the help
of the rest of the crew) replacing the old fixtures. It has not
always been an easy job. Along with upgrading the old
fixtures we have been installing new ones to improve the
lighting in the mill. We now have a fixture above the kids
activity table and one behind the smoke stack in the country
store area. By the time you are reading this I hope that the
entire lighting project will have been completed. At this time
only the basement remains to be completed.
It has not been all lighting work at the mill. There are
always small repairs to be made. In the basement we have
had more problems with the 48” pulley that powers the corn
mill. Another small piece of it broke off due to dry rot.
Preventing wood rot in the basement is very difficult due to
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Dick Klauer is replacing the broken mullion
and glass plane in the window that was
vandalized.
Below Hank Mann is painting the shadow
boxes that will hold the new basement fixtures.

The Three Roller Corn Mill

By David Metz

During the mid 1800’s an Iowa farmer’s main cash crop
was wheat, corn our pioneer farmers raised mostly to feed
his livestock. This meant that he had to have access to a
grist mill to shell his corn and grind it into livestock feed or
meal to feed his family. We know that Nye installed three
runs of millstones in Pine Mills when he built it. Millstones
had to be dressed with specific patterns of furrows and
crackling lines to do the best job of grinding each type of
grain. Thus it is certain that Nye would have had one run
dressed for grinding corn instead of wheat. It is even possible
that he had one of the newly invented Smith’s Corn Sheller
machines installed in the mill although we have no proof of
this.
We now fast forward to 1890 when the current mill owner
Herman Huchendorf decided to update his mill to the latest
milling technology. Located in nearby Moline, Illinois Barnard
& Leas company were an obvious choice of machinery
supplier for Mr. Huchendorf. Since grinding corn into
livestock and feed and meal for human consumption would
still be part of his business he purchased from them their
model “Little Victor” three roller corn mill patented in 1879.
The mill had a rated capacity of 60 to 80 bushels per hour.
The principle of operation of all roller mills is simple. If
you place two revolving steel rollers close to together and
rotate them at the same speed they would simply crush the

The lever at the left starts and stops the corn
mill. The inverted pyramid above is the shelled
corn hopper that feeds the mill.
grain. If however you turned one roller two to two and a half
times faster then the other the action of the roller would be
to pull the grain a part into small pieces.
It is not possible to grind corn into meal with one
pass through the rollers due to the large size of the kernel.
Instead the mill does the grinding in two passes. Note in
Figure 1. the mill has three rollers arranged vertically. The
center roller spins the faster than the other two.
All of the roller surfaces have serrations. These
fine lines engraved in their surface allows the
roller to grip the grain fed into it and enhance
their grinding action.
The mill functions like this, the grain
drops down a chute from a storage bin into the
machine. A feed roller (it does no grinding)
controls the speed that the grain is fed into the
grinding rollers. The feed rate is adjustable.
The operation of the three roller mill can be
confusing since the middle roller is used for both
the first and second grinding operation.

Figure 1. The internal workings of the three
roller corn mill.

From the feeder the grain drops down
to be passed between the top and center roller.
This first grinding reduces the corn kernels to
small chunks. As the grist exits from between
the top and middle roller it drops down further in
the mill to pass between the center roller again
and the bottom roller. This pass reduces the
grist to fine meal. The miller can choose how
fine the meal is by how he adjusts the spacing
of the rollers. If the miller wants course ground
livestock feed he pulls down a lever on the side
of the mill that spreads the roller slightly a part
allowing less grinding (reduction) to be done.
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The Three Roller Corn Mill Continued

The mill has an interesting lubrication system. All of
the slow moving shafts have simple bearings where a steel
shaft rides in a hole in a iron casting. These are lubricated
by simply squirting oil into an oil hole in the casting. The
roller shafts turn much faster and are under a heavy
mechanical load. These use Babbitt metal bearings made
in two pieces, the top half has a sort of oil reservoir molded
into the cast iron pillow block body. The reservoir is packed
with a folded cotton rag soaked in oil. The principle here is
that oil will slowly leak out of the cotton and flow into the
bearing. Obviously with a lubrication system this primitive it
is vital that the mill receives a good oiling on a regular basis.
Unfortunately our Barnard & Leas roller mill did not
come with any instructions nor have I been able to find any.
We have had to reverse engineer the machine puzzling out
how it worked and how to adjust it. One of the issues we
have dealt with is tramming of the rollers. In milling
terminology for the rollers to be in tram is for their center line
to be perfectly parallel. This allows the rollers to grind evenly
across their entire surface. If not in tram the roller will wear
excessively and not produce evenly sized particles.

drives it in the basement. The resulting friction quickly heats
the belt and if the mill motor is not shut off this could result
in a fire. For years I sought to solve this problem by trying
different procedures to start and stop the corn mill. None of
the procedures we tried completely worked to anyone’s
satisfaction.
Recently Dick Stoltenburg suggested that we dig
deeper into this problem. Since he has supplied us with a
great deal of ear corn we had all of the corn we needed to
experiment with the mill, a situation we have not had in the
past. What we have found so far is this, for unknown reasons
whole kernels of corn are passing from the top of the mill to
fall in between the middle and bottom roller. These two
rollers are very close together for this the final stage where
the broken kernels from the first pass between the upper part
of the mill are reduced to fine meal. A single kernel of corn
is quite hard and is so large that one falling between the
rollers jams them as surely as a pebble would.
We are working on finding a solution to the problem. At
this point we are playing industrial archeologist, trying to learn
intimate details about an aged machine. We can see
evidence of past modifications of the machine that may be
related to our current problem. We will keep working on the
mill till we come up with a solution. Problems like this are all
part of restoring an old mill. Surprisingly our mill is not
obsolete, new roller mills are available for grinding corn meal.
Mechanically they are the same as ours only they are built
from stainless steel not wood and cast iron. The basic
technology has changed not at all.

New Signs for the Cabin

Dick Stoltenburg and Clarence Klauer are
experimenting with the adjustments on the
corn mill.
Clarence Klauer is our expert on tramming the corn
roller mill. To do it he uses flat feeler gauges that were
originally designed for setting the valves on car engines.
The gauges are a set of flat steel ribbons of various thickness.
By feeling how a gauge of the proper thickness fits between
the rollers across their surface he found that he could set the
tram very accurately.
This brings us to a more serious problem that we
have had for years with the corn roller mill. It often jams when
you start the mill. What happens is that when the operator
starts the mill’s electric motor the corn roller mill’s drive pulley
does not rotate. Instead the drive belt slips on the pulley that
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Over the winter the
restoration crew built
four folding “A” frame
signs. Three of them
are for directing visitors
to the cabin.
An
additional one will be
available for the school.
The back side of
each “A” frame has a
white board that our
interpretive staff can
use for writing out any
announcements that
they need.

Our Log Cabin on TV!

By Tom Hanifan

Interest is growing about our pioneer log cabin. Local
TV host Fran Riely did a story on it that ran on the Quad
Cities NBC outlet KWQC. If you missed it, you can view
it on our web site.
The log cabin has had many visitors this year. This
spring 1424 grade school students and accompanying
adults learned about how the cabin was found, its history,
and how it was rebuilt. It was also part of our presentation
about pioneer life. We showed students some of the tools
that would have been used to build it. And we let them
use some of the tools. They were even allowed to take
home wood they cut and shingles they made.
You can help. The cabin has been open for visitors a
few times this summer. We want to have it open more
often. How about donating a Saturday or Sunday
afternoon once a month? That’s not much time. We can
give you the answers to frequently asked questions. Call
me at 563-263-4818 or 563-554-4819. I can also be
reached at tomhanifan@yahoo.com

Dave Cooney is being interviewed by Fran
Riely about his role in building the log cabin.

Just a few of the many artifacts that were donated to the
Friends that would be found in a pioneer cabin.

The cabin’s stone fire place also has an oven.
We need someone to use it to cook a meal for
visitors and school classes.
We have been fortunate that many people have
donated furnishings such as an old sled, crocks, old
dishes, antique chairs, a chamber pot, an old table,
bedding materials, and cooking utensils. We have lost
track of who donated what. Some came from descendants
of the mill’s builder Ben Nye. Roberta and Dr. Ernest
House made a feather tick and pillows for the rope bed
last winter. With the mattress in place visitors can lay
down on the bed and experience what our ancestors did
when they went to bed. Hint, its not like a memory foam
mattress!

Above is the feather tic mattress and quilts
donated by Roberta House on our rope bed.
The bed is made from Iowa oak, it was built by
the restoration crew. It has 100’ of rope in it.
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Frequently Asked Questions at Pine Mills
By Tom Hanifan & David Metz

Tom Hanifan has compiled a list of visitors
favorite questions about Pine Mills, maybe
the answer to one of your questions is here.
1. People think the stop log slot is where the water wheel
was located. Where was it?
This is the number one question we are asked at the mill.
Ben Nye’s ancestors had lived in England and had owned
mills in New England. Ben followed British practice by
installing his water wheel in the Northeast corner of the
basement, not outside. This protected the water wheel from
the large sheets of ice that came down Pine Creek during
the spring thaw. The wheel was about twelve feed in diameter.
2. What is a turbine and where was it?
Even during Nye’s life time water wheels were becoming
obsolete. Being made of wood and constantly wet water
wheels required a great deal of maintenance. Turbines were
almost maintenance free since they were made of iron.
Turbines could also generate more power from the same
water flow then a water wheel could. The turbine is located
in a pit at the lowest part of the basement on the creek side.
3. Where do we buy replacement belts and pulleys?
The mill’s belts then as now are a composite of rubber
and cloth. We buy them from Motion Industries a nation wide
supplier of power transmission components. Wood pulleys
are no longer made commercially. We have to build our own.
We have a special lathe of our own design for truing them.
4. How many people worked in the mill?
According to our research normally the mill was operated
by the owner and two assistants. It was open all week except
for Sunday. When the Missel family owned the mill Mr.
Missel closed the mill on Thursday when he made flour
deliveries to nearby towns.

The drawing above shows our best estimate of how
Nye’’s water wheel was installed in the basement of
the mill. It was about 12’ in diameter.
Yes it did during the great flash flood of 1883. The
flood was caused by a heavy rain melting several feet of
winter snow. At that time the mill was operated by owner
Herman Huchendorf and the two Missel brothers. As the
water rose to the floor of the bridge the two brothers escaped
over it, they took shelter in a nearby farm house. Mr.
Huchendorf rode out the flood by tying himself to a wood
beam on the third floor.
7. Why and when did it switch to corn?
Pine Mill always ground corn for local farmers live stock
feed. It also made corn meal for human consumption.

5. What kind of grains did it grind?
8. What equipment was needed to grind corn?
Pine Mills has three totally separate milling plants. The
most complex one is the three stands (machines) double
roller mill (that means there are two machine in one case)
for producing bread flour from wheat. The corn mill can
produce either live stock feed or corn meal for human
consumption. The third plant used the traditional mill stones
to produce buckwheat and rye flour. The mill could not
process oats.
6. Did the water really come up to the flood level marked
on the door? What caused the flood and what happened
to the millers?
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Originally Pine Mills had three runs (sets) of millstones.
One set was dressed just for grinding corn. When
Huchendorf renovated the mill in 1890 he replaced the corn
millstones with the existing three roller mill.
9. What are the tools in your old tool display? Would
anything like them have been used in a mill?
The tools are typical of what any millwright or farmer
would have owned and used to maintain his machinery.

F.A.Q. Continued

Pine Mill Projects
10. What did the farmers do when they were waiting?
As many as twelve horse drawn wagons could have
been lined up in front of the mill waiting their turn. It was not
unusual at all for a farmer to have to wait as long as day to
get his grain ground. They would play cards to pass the time,
trade newspapers, talk to neighbors that they rarely saw and
naturally they would bring a jug of beer or whiskey with them
to share.

By David Metz

the millstones is grist. After bolting (sifting) the grist becomes
flour.
16. What do the levers do hanging from the ceiling do?
The mill has a very flexible arrangement of machinery
and storage bins. The various levers open and close gates
in the grist chutes to divert grist from one operation to another
or to various bins as the miller required, see illustration below.

11. Why is the water level in the creek sometimes low?

17. How much of mill is original to 1850's?

The water shed of Pine Creek extends to the north past
highway 61, west to Muscatine and east to Bluegrass. The
flow depends on rain fed springs to feed the creek. In the
fall when there is little rain the flow of the creek can almost
stop. During a storm there can be 1’ to 3’ of water flowing.

The mill underwent two major upgrades to its technology,
the first in 1877, the second in 1890. Both times new
machines were added and where possible old ones recycled.
There are five machines that we are certain date from Nye’s
original mill. They are the “big bolter” on the first floor, the
small corn meal bolter on the second floor, two Oliver Evans
style slanting elevators and the cottle screen in the basement.

12. What is smut?
Smut is a black fungus that can infect grain. If not
removed the resulting flour will have an unacceptable gray
color or have black specs in it. In the millstone plant there
is a machine to clean smut from the rye and buckwheat
before it is ground into flour.

18. Is all the original equipment still here?
No, at one time the mill had three runs of millstones.
Over the years two runs were removed. There were surely
other obsolete machines that were removed as the mill’s
technology was upgraded.

13. How was grain brought in - barrels or bags?
19. Will we ever repair the steam engine?
We do not know for sure, we suspect that it depended
on the individual farmer and what he was transporting.
Wheat and other small grains would have to have been
bagged. Ear corn could be loaded loose in the farmer’s
wagon. I am sure that barrels would have been too heavy
and taken up too much space in the wagon to be practical.
Barrels were used to ship finished flour to distant markets.
14. What does the wheat heater do?
A variety of wheat called Hard Red Winter
Wheat became popular in the 1870’s. It contained
more gluten making better bread than traditional
varieties. It had one drawback in that the inedible
bran outer coating of the grain of wheat did not
come off as easily as other varieties. The wheat
heater warmed the grain just before it entered the
first stage of roller milling. The heat caused
moisture inside of the grain to move to the surface
just under the bran making the removal of the bran
much easier.
15. What is “grist.”
Grist is general term for any grain or other
material in the process of being milled into a
finished product. For example the miller feeds the
millstones with grain. The material coming out of

The steam engine was completely restored several years
ago. It is completely operational except that it has no piston
installed. It would be next to impossible under current safety
regulations to restore the steam boiler and operated the
engine with steam. Instead so visitors can see the engine
in motion it is powered by an electric motor. For safety it is
operated at one forth of its
original speed. Remember
it predates the Civil War!

The wheat heater sits on
top of the first roller mill
that do the first
reduction(grinding) of
the wheat berries. The
heat is provided by two
kerosene lamps that sit
inside of the front of the
heater.
FAQ 16: Note the lever
that hangs from the
ceiling. It controls the
flow of wheat into the
roller mill.
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Annual Pine Creek Trail Run

By Tom Hanifan

The annual trail run/walk will be Saturday Sept. 9th
at 8 AM. To honor the long time race organizer, we
have named it the Ken Hyman Memorial 5K Trail
Run/Walk. The course is a 5K (3.1 miles) route
beginning and ending in the upper picnic area. Most
of the course is off-road following marked trails through
the park’s scenic natural areas. This is a unique event
that brings a mix of serious runners seeking a
challenge and casual walkers wanting to see the park
in a different way.
Registration forms are available at the mill, at the
Muscatine Y, and at the Running Wild store in
Davenport. You may register online thru the Cornbelt
Running Club Web site or the Muscatine Running Club
Web site.
You may also register online at
https://secure.getmeregistered.com/WildcatRun.
Trophies and medals will be awarded.

The Ken Hyman Family at the 2016 Trail Run.

All proceeds go to Pine Creek Grist Mill. Entry Fee:
$20 through September 7. Late entries $25. Make checks
payable to Friends of Pine Creek Mill. Additional donations
to support the mill are appreciated.

Another Mill Mystery

Questions? Call Tom at 563-263-4818 or at
tomhanifan@yahoo.com.

By David Metz

If you look behind the door as you walk into
the mill and then look up you will see a small
wooden pulley suspended from the ceiling. Its
exact purpose, who made it and why are another
of Pine Mill’s mysteries.
Our best guess is that it once had a rope
that went to the door, over the pulley and to a
weight. This would have held the door open.
There are questions however, the pulley does
not line up with the door. It looks like if there
was a rope going to the top of the door it would
have gotten pinched in the pulley.
The pulley itself appears to be handmade.
It has a groove around its perimeter to hold a
rope in place. The axle is a wooden peg that fits
through the slotted wood board that holds the
pulley.
The board poses a question, the end of it
that is fastened to the ceiling joist looks like it
was broken off of a larger piece not neatly sawn
off. Why was it not cleanly sawn like the other
end.
The pulley may not have had anything to do with
the door at all. It is possible that it is a remnant of
something else entirely that is long missing from the
mill. This why its another Pine Mill Mystery!
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Behind the pulley is another strange thing. Normally a
chimney starts at the base of a building’s foundation. Pine
Mill’s chimney sits on a shelf 2/3’s up the first floor wall.
Note the large wood beam that has been installed to help
support the chimney’s weight.

Our Spring Kids Program

By Tom Hanifan

“I loved touching and feeling the animal furs"

“I think is cool that Bobcats youst to live thair. I
love bobcats."
"It was fun making butter and eating a different
kind of pancake"
"I liked using the tools because you get to chop
wood and eat dandelions."

Spring brought 14 classes (1424 children and adults) to the
park, the mill, the school, and the log cabin for a day of learning
about history. There was even a home school group from the
Cedar Rapids area. We love the children with all of their
enthusiasm and questions. So many teachers wanted to come
that we had to add several days to the schedule. All this would
not be possible without the generosity of donors.
Our interpreters report many compliments from parents and
teachers. “The best field trip ever” is common. Two of my
experiences are typical. A mother working in an office told me that
her daughter wouldn’t stop talking about her day at the park. At
the mill, I overheard a teenage boy excitedly telling some adults
about his experience a few years earlier.
The program is a success because of our volunteers and
interpretation staff. Come join us in 2018. You will help children
learn and you will enjoy yourself.
Some classes send us thank you letters and art work. We
thought our readers would enjoy some of the funny quotes. The
quotes also give our readers an idea of what the classes do.

"My favorite thing was the schoolhouse because
it is cool and the old things were in it"
"The hillbilly tried to cut my hair off but he didn't"
"The hike was the best. We went up so high"
"My favorite part was when we made corn
wheat"
"I really liked the old schoolhouse. We got to
actually sit in an old desk"
"The cemetery was cool. I really think it was cool
you could tell where people were buried"
"The fur rotation was my favorite because he
was crazy"
"My favorite part was making butter even
though it hurt my arm"
"The guys for the tools were fun and funny"
"I was glad that the thrasher stopped working
so the mill didn't explode"
"The corn grinding was fun. I was the only one
who could turn the big grinder"
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Some Obstacles to
the Christian Life
In the December 1907 issue of the
American Miller the editor asked if an
honest miller could lead a Christian life.
He got some interesting answers the
following month.
SOME OBSTACLES TO THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Editor American Miller: I see in the December number of
the “American Miller,” a letter from Brother John H. Fox, and
it has led me to write something on "Why a Miller Cannot Be
a Christian.” Reading the article by Brother Fox brought some
reminiscences to my mind, and I believe I will give a few of
them.
I once received a letter from a mill owner who was badly
in need of a miller. He wrote something like this: "The miller
I have is not giving me satisfaction and I am going to make a
change. Now, this letter Is confidential, as I do not want my
present miller to know I am looking for another miller till I get
one secured. He (the present miller) does not look after my
business as he should. I have a 125-barrel mill with feed mill
attached. What I want is a man who will look after my Interest.
I expect the miller to make grade A No. 1 flour, keep the mill
in first-class repair. tend to the exchange and retail work, grind
the meal and chop, always be pleasant and obliging to
everybody, sweep, oil and pack the flour, and the rest of his
Idle time help unload wheat.”
Well, I felt sorry that I could not accept the offer. I sent
him by return mall a sympathetic letter bidding him
Godspeed—-but I won’t say where.
Then here Is another; “Mr. So and So: Seeing your ad. for
a position, I thought I would give you a trial, as we need a
miller. Questions to be answered: How old are you? Have
you had more than one wife? How many children have you?
What Is your weight, your height, the color of your hair? Do
you ever get drunk? Are you subject to fits or spells of any
kind? Why do you need a job? Please fill out the above and
kindly let us hear from you.”
Well, they heard from me, but not very kindly.
And here is another from the state of Kentucky: “A miller
wanted, and the man who gets this position gets the chance
of a lifetime; as fine & mill as you ever were In and as fine a
town and farming country as you ever saw.” Well, I went and
stayed four months and would not have stayed longer if he
had donated the whole town and the mill thrown in. It was the
most God forsaken place I ever was In.
Here Is another; “We are in need of a miller. Come and
see us before we will make any agreement.” I went and found
rather an average 60 barrel a day mill. I was offered $2 per
day, I replied that I could not mill for that money. Finally, they
agreed to give the price asked, and I was to be there on a
given day to take charge of the mill. On the day according to
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agreement, I landed at the mill, with my grip, ready for work.
After entering the office and talking a few minutes they politely
informed me that they had thought the matter over and had
come to the conclusion that they could not and would not pay
the wages they had agreed to three or four days before.
By that time It was dinner time, but they did not ask me to
take dinner, and, as the mil! was In the country, your brother
dusty had to hunt a dinner as best he could. After dinner I
went back to the mill, of course, In a very good humor; then
It was my time to talk. I told them I was there according to
agreement, ready to take charge of the mill, and they could
do one of two things—let me go ahead with the mill or pay
my expenses there and back home again. They kicked worse
than a blind bay steer, but finally they coughed up the dough
and I bade them a long farewell.
While I do not say a miller cannot live a Christian, these
are a few of the things that the operative miller has to contend
with as be treads the narrow road. If the theory of some Is
true, that all the hell there is what we have to contend with
in this life, the operative miller surely has his share. But those
I have mentioned are not the only class of owners I have met
with, I am glad to say. I have found many that were gentlemen
of the first order.
Yours truly, BROTHER DUSTY.
CAN A MILLER BE A CHRISTIAN?
Editor American Miller:—This question might be changed
to, “Can a miller remain a Christian?” The discussion reminds
me of a story. A clergy man and a friend were walking down
a steep Street. The friend fell at full length. The preacher saw
his plight, but started to laugh up roariously and finally said:
“My friend, sinners stand in slippery places.” The other,
recovering his wind, blurted out: “Yes, I see they do, but I
can’t.”
Although there are often vexing incidents to be met with in
running a mill, there is certainly nothing in following the trade
that can possibly prevent the miller from being a consistent
Christian. The average miller, if asked point blank,
“Are you a Christian?” would probably reply like the dull
boy when asked the same question at a warm revival meeting,
“Not enough to brag of.” human after all. To remain a Christian
under such conditions must be, like the boy said of his one
suspender, done under an “awful strain.”

Very truly yours, W. H. S.

The generosity of donors makes it possible for us to
host visitors and provide our school program in 2017.
Since the last newsletter many donors have contributed.
We hope you were not missed. In addition to those
listed below, many people have donated important
smaller amounts.
WHEAT LEVEL $1000 +

RYE LEVEL $100-$299

Community Foundation of
Muscatine

Helen Roelle
Else Paul

CORN LEVEL $500-$999

OAT LEVEL $50-$99

Chambliss family
Loryann Eis

Richard & Alice Witter
Don & Barb Fick
Phillip & Susan Sargent
Pamela Sander

BUCKWHEAT LEVEL $300$499

The Friends of the Pine Creek
Grist Mill officers are:
David Metz edits your newsletter,
contact him if you have any questions
about or material for the newsletter.
Mr. Tom Hanifan, President
Tomhanifan@yahoo.com
563-263-4818
Mr. David Metz, Vice President
Davemetz@machlink.com
563-263-4222
Mrs. Heather Shoppa, Vice President
hshoppa@yahoo.com
563-571-5213

Pine Creek Grist Mill is on the
web and FaceBook! Get
downloads of our publications
and see photos of the latest
happenings. See us at:

Mark & Chris Post
Agnes Digney

www.pinecreekgristmill.com

Do you have something for the newsletter? To keep your newsletter interesting we need your ideas, photos
and editorial submissions. Contact editor Dave Metz with your ideas, comments or questions about the
newsletter: davemetz@machlink.com or 563-263-4222

Donation Form
The Friends Need Your Help
The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill is a volunteer organization. To do the many programs we have like this
newsletter, school programs, fund raising, restoration and more we need more help. If the Friends are to continue we
need more active members. Regardless of your prior experience there is something for you to. How much time and
energy you devote is up to you. This is your chance to help your organization. Our projects are fun and the
fellowship with other members is great. Contact Tom Hanifan or Dave Metz (contact information is above) if you are
interested.
Name __________________________________________________________
Organization ____________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State _________________
Zip ________________ Dates you wish to sponsor ____________________
Person you wish to honor _________________________________________
Amount Donated $ _______________________________________________

Make your check payable to:
Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill
Mail it to:
Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill
C/O Mr. Tom Hanifan
Box 1205
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
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The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill
Pine Creek Grist Mill is located in Wildcat Den State Park in Muscatine County one
mile north of highway 22 between Muscatine and Davenport, Iowa.

The mission of the Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill is to restore, operate and maintain the
Mill and to share the historical significance of the site through educational programs, public tours
and events.
The Friends of the Pine Creek Grist Mill Membership

Pine Creek Grist Mill is on the
web! Get downloads of all
of our publications past and
present.
See us at:
www.pinecreekgristmill.com

2017 Membership
Membership is only $20.00 per year. Your membership includes
One year membership in the Friends
Newsletter three times a year
An opportunity to learn about and participate in a local historic treasure
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State ______________ Zip _________

Follow what’s
happening at Pine Creek
Grist Mill on:

facebook

Phone number (_________)_____________________
E-Mail address _______________________________
Send this application and your check to: F.O.M. C/O Mr. Tom Hanifan
Box 1205
Muscatine, Iowa 52761

